
Kathy Jentz is editor and publisher of Washington Gardener 
Magazine. A life-long gardener, Kathy believes that growing plants 
should be stress-free and enjoyable. Her philosophy is inspiration over 
perspiration.
   Kathy’s work has been featured in numerous Washington, DC-area 
publications and she appears on regular gardening guest spots on televi-
sion and radio programs in Washington, DC.
   She is also the Green Media columnist for the Mid-Atlantic Grower news-
paper, where she does a great deal of hand-holding and coaxing to get 
independent garden centers, plant breeders, and other horticultural busi-
nesses to join the social media revolution and maximize their online brands.

Kathy Jentz, Garden Speaker

Email: KathyJentz@gmail.com • Phone: 240-603-1461
Find her @WDCGardener on Twitter, Pinterest, Youtube, Tumblr, and Instagram
Read Kathy’s stellar ratings and reviews at GreatGardenSpeakers.com!

Some of her most popular talks include:
• Dealing with Deer and Other Mammal Pests in Your Garden 
Bambi may be cute, but he and his mother, cousins, and rest of the herd are 
very hungry and they would love to make a feast of your garden. This talk 
will cover proven and humane tactics for gardening with deer, rabbits, rats, 
groundhogs, and other creatures that are attracted to both edible and orna-
mental gardens.

• Regionally Adapted Plants
Plants that have proven themselves in the Mid-Atlantic. Low-maintenance 
gardening is the goal of many of us in our busy lives and the key is planting 
the right plants got our local climate. We’ll talk about some native plants, of 
course, but mostly we’ll explore the tried-and-true plants that can take clay 
soil, deer, and/or periods of drought. Season-by-season, we’ll share our favor-
ite plants that excel in our local gardens.

• Can’t Fail Container Gardening: The Basics and Beyond
From what type of soils to use to what plants do best in our region, Kathy will 
cover the basics of growing successful container plantings. She will cover 
both ornamental and edible containers as well as the different styles and 
fashions in container gardening — with an emphasis on low-maintenance.

• Many other topics on request...

She specializes in small space and 
urban gardening. Kathy takes a do-it-
yourself, hands-in-the-dirt approach 
that emphasizes practical advice 
while not ignoring the fun and humor 
of learning from past mistakes.

Highly regarded venues that Kathy has recently spoken at include the 
Philadelphia Flower Show, Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello, Brookside 
Gardens, Green Spring Gardens, and the Capital Remodel + Garden Show.


